Soft glass rheology in liquid crystalline gels formed by a monodisperse dipeptide.
Thermal and extensive rheological characterization of a nematic liquid crystal gelated with a novel monodisperse dipeptide, also a liquid crystal, has been carried out. For certain concentrations, the calorimetric scans display a two-peak profile across the chiral nematic-isotropic (N*-I) transition, a feature reminiscent of the random-dilution to random-field crossover observed in liquid crystal gels formed with aerosil particles. All samples show shear thinning behavior without a Newtonian plateau region at lower shear rates. Small deformation oscillatory data at lower frequencies exhibit a frequency dependence of the storage (G') and loss (G'') moduli that can be described by a weak power-law, characteristic of soft glassy rheological systems. At higher frequencies, while lower concentration composites have a strong frequency dependence with a trend for possible crossover from viscoelastic solid to viscoelastic liquid behavior, the higher-concentration gels show frequency-independent rheograms of entirely elastic nature G' > G''. The plateau modulus of G' is described by a power-law with an exponent again common to soft materials, such as foams, slurries, etc. Other features which are a hallmark of such materials observed in the present study are: (i) above a critical strain, a strain softening of the moduli with a peak in the loss modulus, (ii) power-law variation of the storage modulus in the nonlinear viscoelastic regime, and (iii) absence of Cox-Merz superposition for the complex viscosity. An attractive feature of these gels is the fast recovery upon removal of large strain and qualitatively different temporal behavior of the recovery between the low and high concentration composites, with the latter indicating the presence of two characteristic time scales.